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BACKGROUND: The endovascular treatment of peripheral arterial 
occlusive disease (PAOD) has undergone rapid evolution during 
the last years, characterized by the availability of a plethora of 
new devices and techniques that make an increasing number of 
lesions (technically) amenable to an “endo-first” approach. The 
interventionalist is now confronted with a multitude od options to 
cross and treat a lesion, but surprisingly little scientific evidence 
exists as to which method should be preferred over another, and 
in which lesion. For example, the notion that primary nitinol stents 
are superior to balloon angioplasty is based solely on three RCTs, 
the superiority of drug eluting stent over bare stent on a subgroup 
in one RCT, and the difference between drug-eluting balloons and 
nitinol stenting has never been addressed in an RCT.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: This course will provide an overview of 
available endovascular techniques, including balloon angioplasty, 
bare stent implantation, stentgrafts, drug-eluting balloons, and 
drug-eluting stents. Region by region, the available literature 
concerning experience, expected primary patencies, and 
comparisons (where available) between the available methods 
will be appraised. Questions for which evidence is urgently needed 
but not available will be defined. For each region, a decision tree 
based upon the available evidence will be drafted and opened for 
discussion.

The following techniques will be covered:
• Balloon angioplasty
• Bare nitinol stents
• Drug-eluting stents
• Sentgrafts
• Drug-eluting balloons
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